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1. Introduction
We shall give, in this paper, cellular decompositions of the classical Lie 
groups SO{n), S U (n) and Sp{n). The important role is to give the primitive 
cells by making use of cross-sections from cells such that spheres S^~'^=SO(n)/ 
SO {n~\) ,  =  S U {n ) /SU {n ~\ )  and =  Sp{n) /Sp(n-- l)  minus one point, 
respectively, to SO{n), S U {n) and S p [n). The cells of SO{n) are closely connected 
with the real projective space P  [7], [10] and the cells of S U [n) are closely con­
nected with the suspended space E{M) of the complex projective space M  [11]. 
The cells of Sp[n), however, have no connection with the quaternion projective 
space directly.
In the classical Lie groups, the cup products and the Pontrjagin products 
are calculated rather simply : the Pontrjagin products of cells, fortunately, are 
cellular in the almost cases. As for the Steenrod’s reduced powers, since these 
operations are calculated in the projective spaces P  and M  (and hence E{M)), 
we can calculate some reduced powers in SO{n) and S U {n). In the case of Sp{n), 
we shall obtain the aim by researching the connections between S U (2n) and
spin).
The cellular decompositions of the classical Lie groups follow cellular 
decompositions of the Stiefel manifolds =  SO (n)/SO (n—m), Wn,m =  (n)/  
SU{n—m), X,^,^=Sp{n)/Sp{n—m) and some homogeneous spaces Fj^=S0{2n)/  
S U {n), X^=SU{2n) /Sp{ ii ) .  We shall compute their homological properties by 
making use of their cell structures.
2. Notations
Let X be a finite cell complex and F a coefhcient commuta'ive ring with 
a unit. We denote by H(X; F) (resp. H" {^X; F)) the homolog}^ group (resp. 
cohomology algebra) of X  with coefficient ring F. If / :  X~>Y  is a continuous 
mapping, we denote by (resp. the chain (resp. cochain) homomorphism
and by : H(X; F)~^H(Y; F) (resp. : H^{Y; F)-^H^(X] F)) the homomor­
phism (resp. algebraic homomorphism) induced by  f  respectively. Throughout 
this paper, F will be Z or According as F  is Z  or Zp, (resp. p / ’^ ) and
I) Z  is a  free cyclic group w ith  one generator. Z p  is a cyclic group of order p,  
w here ^  is a p rim e  in teger.
(resp. p/*) will be denoted by /«< (resp. f^ )  and (resp. / )^ or pf>^  (resp. 
pf^) d.nd pf^ (resp. ^/*). If (where k denotes the dimension of is a cell 
of X, then [ef) (resp. (^ f^)) denotes the integral chain (resp. integral chain 
reduced modulo p) which is represented by the cell e\. If [pC^ ) (resp. (pe )^) is 
a cycle, then ef^H k{X ; Z) (resp. pe"^^H {^X\ Zp)) denotes the homology class 
containing the chain [ef) (resp. (^ef)). Let [e)^ ] (resp. [pex])> analogously, be the 
integral cochain (resp. integral cochain reduced modulo p) which assigns I to 
only the cell e\ and O to the others. If [e^ x\ (rese. [pe%;'^  is a cocycle, then 
^W^{X] Z) (resp. pe^^ffi{X', Zp)) denotes the homology class containing the 
cochain [ex\ (resp. [pe)^ ]). We shall omit, later on, the brackets ( ) and [ I 
(occasionally, even the left sufix p) in the case there is no danger of confusion. 
Px{i) denotes the (usual) Poincare polynomial of X  and pPx(^) denotes the 
Poincare polynomial of X  modulo p.
Let ff  be a (finite dimensional) free algebra (resp. algebra over Zp), graded 
by the submodules ( *^^0), anticommutative, with a unit which is a base of 
A set (j^ i, %2 , •”••)> where %k is a positive dimensional homogeneous element
of H, of is a simple generator of H if the monomials ---- %kj, where >
^2> ---- >kj] k = l ,2 ,----- , form with the unit an additive free base (resp. additive
base over Zp) of H, and denote by H==J(Xi,X2 r  ■ • •)• An algebra H  with a simple
generator [x^ , x^,---- ) is a free exterior algebra (resp. exterior algebra over Zp)
if %%={), x^H , and denote by H=A{X^,X2 ,---- ).
3. Classical Lie groups and Stiefel manifolds
We denote by F  one of three fields of real numbers R, complex numbers C 
or quaternion numbers Q, and by d =  d(F) the dimension of F  over R] d{R) =  l,  
d{C)=2 and d{Q)=4. Let F^ be the right vector space of dimension n whose
elements are ordered sets of n elements of F. Specifically x = [x i,x 2 , ---- , x^ ) is
in F^ if each X i^ F , and, if a is in F, then xa=[x-^a,x20i ,---- :Xnd)- Let ei be the
element of F^ whose ‘^-th component is I and whose other components are 0. 
Define the inner product of :¥ =  XlJLi i^ -iXi and y =  XlJLi in F^ and the norm 
of a; by
{^>y) =YTi^{^iyi (^  ^ is the conjugate of x^ ),
and
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 ^=  V(x, x)
respectively. The elements ---- form an orthonormal base in F^.
Let G[n) be the group of linear transformations in F^ preserving the inner 
product. In matrix notation, [n. w)-matrix A with coefficient in F  is in G[n) if 
and only if
AA^ =  A*A =
2) the transposed conjugate matrix of A. is the unit {n, n)-matrix.
G(n) is called the orthogonal group 0(n), unitary group U[n) or symplectic group 
Sp(n) according as the field F  is real, complex or quaternionic.
Since the fields of real and complex numbers are commutative, the deter­
minant of matrix can be considered. Let SG[n) be the subgroup of G[n) (except 
G[n)=Sp[n))  composed of all matrices in G(#) whose determinants are I. SG{n) 
is called the special orthogonal group SO[n) or special unitary group SU(n) accord­
ing as the scalars are real or complex.
Define a mapping ^ : G(n)-^SG{n)xS^~'^, where is the 0-or 1-dimensional 
sphere of real or complex numbers respectively whose norms are I, by
 ^ {A) =  A \ X det
\ I n - l l
then f  is a homeomorphism. Consequently 0(n) is non-connected and SO(n) is 
the connected component of 0(n).
pn- i  ig embedded in as a vector subspace whose last component is 0. 
Then G(n—1) may be regarded as a subgroup of G(n) by extending a matrix A 
of G (^ -I)  to G{n) by requirement that Ae^==Cff Thus we have sequences (S^"^ =) 
G (l)cG (2 )c ---- czG(n) and /^=SG (I)c:5G (2)c-----ciSG{n).
Let Sp~'^= [ x ^ F ^ ; \ x \ = l ]  be the unit sphere in F^. Then the embedding 
p n - i ^ p n  gives rise to an embedding For integers n ' ^ m ^ l ,  let
Sn,m be the Stiefel manifold of ordered orthonormal m vecters ^= (^ 1 ,^2,-• • •,
in F^. is embedded in 8^,^ by regarding a point ^= (^ 1 ,^2,----
of Sn-i,m-i as a point a = {a t ,a 2 , ----of Thus we have a sequence
----nr Sn,m is called the real Stiefel manifold
yn,m^  complex Stiefel manifold W^ , or quaternion Stiefel manifold ^ according 
as the scalars are real, complex or quaternionic.
Define a projection p „  =  p„,  g(») : G (n) -* S„, „ (resp. p,„ =  p,„, sgm ■ SG{n) 
S„,m, for n> m )  by
p,„{A) =  {Ae„_„+^, Ae^i .Ae^) .
Then G{n) (resp. SG(n)) operates transitively on and G(^—w) (resp. SG{n—m)) 
is the subgroup of G{n) (resp. SG{n)) leaving fix a point {en-m+i  ^ ’ ' " ,  n^-i> n^)- 
Hence we have a fibre space G{n)/G{n—m) =  v5w,m (resp. SG{n)/SG{n—m) =  S ,^ )^ 
with projection That is, we have 0{n) /0{n—m) =  SO{n)/SO{n—m) =  Vn, 
U{n) /U{n—m ) =  SU{n) /SU{n—m ) =  ,n and Sp{n)/Sp{n—m) =  Especially
Vn,n=0{n),  V^,,_,= SO{n), Wn,n= U{n), Wn,n-i=SU{n)  and X^,n-Sp{n);  V ,^ 
ST'>  and
4. Primitive characteristic map /g(») : Ep~^->-G{n) (resp. fsG(»): Ep'~  ^
-^SG{n))
]jg closed cell in consisting of all x={xj^,x^,---- ,Xn-x) such that
\x\^:=\Xi\^-\--------and a closed cell in F  consisting of all pure
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imaginary numbers whose norms ^  L Constract a closed cell with the
dimension over R by Define a mapping : E^~~ -^> G{n)
by setting
fan) (q,^) =  i , j =  1,2, • • • • , # ,
where a; =  [x^ , x„_i) G x„ =  V l - \ x \ ^  and q <= E f ~ \
(q—V ^ —\q\  ^)• It ‘^5 readily verified that /g(„) {q,x) is in G{n). In fact, using 
t h a t s r = i l ^ ^ l ^ = l  and : ^ + ^ + I^=O,
Sft-I {^H + X^px,) {8u,+XkpX,)
= SLi {hi+x,px^) {h,+x^pxj)
=  + X f  ( p + p +  I ^  I =  8jj.
When the scalars are commutative, it will be verified that the determinant 
offcMiq, x) is —{—q + ^ \  — \q\ ‘^Y for any Af. So that if we define a mapping J^gm '■ 
by
fsGin) { q , x ) = fain) (?, a;) /“ ( 9 + -  I ?I ' \
\ I n J
then fsG{„) {q,x) is in SG{n).
We shall call /g(„) (resp. fso(n)) the primitive characteristic map of into
G{n) (resp. E^~^ into SG(n)).
R e m a r k  4. I . Let be a set of all x=(xir-  ■,x„)^F’^  such that
\x] =1 and x^^O. This set is a subset of Sp~^. Define a homeomorphism
g : by the formula
g {Xu ■■■■, =  {Xi, ■■■•, X„-t, x„), 
where x„ =  Vl~ \x \^ -  Now define a mapping / g(„) : Ep^  X G{n) by
setting
/gW (q-x) =  {8, : j+x,pxj),
where x =  [x^,---- , ^„) G Sf"-* and p =  2 y \ —\q\2 [q—^Y-\q\^)-  Then the
following diagram is commutative :
Ef-'^^E%-^XEf”-'^  ^ G{n)
V I X i  I
i-6* fG{n)=f G[n)°{IX'i)^{IXg), where I  is the identity map and i  is the injection.
R e m a r k  4. 2. W h en  th e  fie ld  is  c o m m u ta t iv e , th e  p r im i t iv e  c h a r a c t ­
e r i s t ic  m a p  f Q(^ n) c a n  b e  w r i t te n  b y  th e  fo rm
JgM {q, x) =  +P {Xi Xj), y =  1, 2, .. •., n.
We shall remember that all of hermitian matrices X  with properties tr{X) =  l and 
X ^ = X  form the matrix form of the I)-dimensional projective space
‘^ n-i over F  [11]. Hence a matrix a; — {XiXj) in the last term of fG{K){q>^ ) is a 
point of Therefore, we can excham-e the anti-image E" "^  ^ of /g( )^ for the
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familiar space.
4. I) Case 0[n)
Let Pn-I  be the (n—I)-dimensional real projective space and P ^ - i
m atrix form. We identify a point such th a t x^-l--------\-xl
=  1 with a point X = {X iX ^ ) ^ P ^ _ ^  and P ,_ i with P * - r  As is well known, 
has a /?-dimensional cell for n~l ^  ^ ^  0. A characteristic map : E \ - ^  
w"^czP^_^ for the cell is given by
I ^  *
f p n - l  {Xl, ■ ■ ■ ■, Xk) =
\  In—i—ll
where x^ +-^  =  V \ ^ { x f  + ■ ■ • ■
Now, the prim itive characteristic map /o(, )^ is extendable to the mapping 
/o(») : Pn-i-*0{n) defined by
f o ( n ) [ X ) = h - 2 X ,  
where X  e  P*_i- That is,/o(„) = / o ( « - i ) o n  
4. 2) Case SO[n).
The primitive characteristic map fso{n) is extendable to the mapping fso{n) ' 
P^^^t-^SO[n) defined by
That is, fso(n) =JSO(U) ° fpn-i  on 
4. 3) Case U(n)
Let M„-i be the 2(«—I)-dimensional complex projective space and M*_j its
m atrix  form. We identify a point x = [ x i , ---- ,Xn]^Mr~i  such tha t \xi\^-\------- h
\ x ^ \ ^ = l  w ith a point X = { X i X j ) ^ M ^ _ i  and M^,~i  with As is will known,
M n -I  has a 2^-dimensional cell for n —l ' ^ k ^ O .  A characteristic map /m^-i • 
E ' ^ - ^ M n - i  for the cell is given by
( X  'X * ^
-  : , i , j  =  1,2,
Ih-k-l]
where Xj,^t ^
Let be a closed cell of pure imaginary complex numbers whose norms 
are ^  I. The suspended space E[Mn--^  is the space formed from E ^ x M ^ - i  by 
shrinking —i x M n - i  and tXMn-i"^  to two different points of E [ M n - ^  respectively. 
In  th -  detail : let W{n,C) be the space consisting of all (7^ ,7^ )-matrices with com- 
plex coefficients. W{n,C)  is a subspace of C^ '  ^ by a correspondence (Xi^)^W[n,C)~~> 
-  , x , ,n) ^C^' \  Define as the space [ { q , ^ \ — \q\~^X)] q^E^c  and
X ^ M ^ _ ^ ] c i E \ ^ X ^ l [ n , C ) . E{Mn- i)  has two 0-dimensiona] cells v^_, and a 
(2^—I)-dimensional foj- n ' ^ k ^ l .  A characteristic map fE{Mn-i) E^~'^==Ec 
X E q^ ~^' '^>->v ^^~^c:E{M,^ - i) for is given by
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f E { M n —l) (^1> * * * * > l)) =  (^ > ^\/l — 1^1  ^ I m u —I (^Ij * ‘ * *  ^ l))-
Now, the primitive characteristic map fu{^) is extendable to the mapping 
/y(„); E{M„-i)-^U{n) defined by
fmn) (?. Y) = In+2 { q - V U ^ - )  Y,
where {q,Y)^E{M „-i), i.e. Y  is experessed by the form 1 _  | ^ [ ^X, X ^ M * _ y  
Then we ha.ve fu{„)=fu(n)'=fE(Mn-i) on E l’'~ \
4, 4) Case SU{n)
The another suspended space E{Mn~i) is the space formed from E qX M „ - i by
shrinking ixM „^ i  and £ j;X [l,0 ,---- ,0] to a single point of E{M„-.i).
E(M„-^  has a 0-dimensional cell v" and a (2ft—I)-dimensional cell fg,- 
ft^2.
The primitive characteritsic map fsu{») is extendable to the mapping :
E{M„-i)-*SU{n) defined by
fsu n^) (?.^) =  i h + P X )  +  ].
where and p = 2 y \  — \q\i [ q ~ Y \ - . \ q \ ^ y  If q = ± i  or X q^,
th e n / 5^ ^ (g, Z )= /,,. T h e r e f o r e i s  well defined as a mapping of
5. Cellular decompositions of G{n), SG (n )  and Sn,m
L e m m a  5. I .  Given a ^F  such that Re{a)=^0^\ from the equation
px = a,
P and X are determined uniquely and continuously with respect to a under the con­
ditions P ^F , p^-p-^\p\^= 0 and x is a real number.
Proof. In  fact, we have readily th a t
. —2Re{a)a ^ —\a\^
Define a mapping by
=  Pi ^fdn) (or =  Pt  o/sG(n))*
L em m a 5. 2. ^p maps to a point of Sp~'^ E^p~^ — {Ep'~'^)l
homeOmorphically onto S p ~^ —e .^
Proof. I t  is obvious that ^p maps [E^p~^Y to  e^. Given any point a={at,  
• • • • ,a^  of S'p~'^—e^ ,^ it is sufficient to show the following equations can be solved 
continuously :
' XtpXn, = at,
^ n —l P ^ n  —  ^ n - I i
. ^ n P ^ n  —
Using the preceding lemma and noting th a t Re[an—\)<Q, x ^ ^ R ,  x^>0  and 
3) Re{a)  is the real part of a.
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P ^ F  (also q) are determined from the last equation. From the other equations,
----can be determined continuously, q.e.d.
R e m a r k  5. I .  I f  w e define a  m a p p in g  : Sp^~^-e^->G{n)  b y  (pGin) =  
fain)  ^Sf \  "^hen w e h a v e
<pG{n) ‘ > ^n-I) ^ r ) -  ...........................  ’ ! |>
\-(l--an)(l~a^)-^^dj a J
where i , j = l , 2 , ---- , n —l. This mapping gives a cross-section : S^p~^-en->
G(n) in a fibre space G(n)/G(n— with projection p-^  [9. pp. 119, 125. 
130].
From lemma 5. 2, we see that /(•;(;,) (resp. fsG{h)) maps 
homeomorphically into G{k)<:zG{n) for n ^ k '^ l  (resp. SG{k)czSG(n) for n'^k'^2).  
This mapping (resp. fsG{k)) also will be written by the same letter fG{n) (resp. 
f SGin)) ^  if there occurs no confusion. Now put
ei \n)^= I c M i E f - ^ )  i o v n ^ k > l
a n d
efclJ)- - I s GMi Ef - ^ )  ( o v n ^ k ^ 2 .
We shall call (resp. e^ GTn)) primitive cell of G{n) (resp. SG{n)).
For integers i = l , 2 , ----J ,  define a mapping
J d n r - E p - ^ x - ■■- X E p - ^  ~>G{n),  
which is an extension of /gm  by setting
I gM (yi ,  ■ ■ - - , y} )  = I gM [yi) ■ ■ - - J gm  [yi)>
and for integers « = 1 ,2 ,---- , j ,  define a mapping
I SG(U): X • • ■ • X E p - ^  -* SG[n)
by setting
JsGM{yi< ■ ■ ■■•y,) =f sGMi yi )  ■ ■ • •/sg(»)(3'j)-
Put
( E p - ^ x -  - • • X E p - ^ ) ,
4%T^' . . . . ,  ^  ( £ f  X - - - - x s p - ^ )
and
efG\n)’ • • = f s GM  X • • • • X E f - i ^ ) ,
£fG\nl’ ■ ■ ■ ’ = f s o M  X • • • X S p - ^ )
a n d
=  In-
R e m a r k  5. 2. 0[n)  has two 0-dimensional cells and fo{n) =
J y  Iri the obove notation, hewever, we can not distinguish these cells 
since these are written by the same letter Confusion, however, will not
occur, Zero in the expression is zero of
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Now, we shall show that G{n) is a cell complex composed of and 
with n ^ k^ > ---- > k j^ l .
First of all, we shall show that G{n) is the union of cells and 
with • • • > k j^ l.  Since we shall assume that above assertion
is true for G(m) where m>n. If A^G{n) but A ^ G (n~ l), namely ;/>i(y4)4= then 
we can choose a point y^£p'~'^ such that (y) =P^(A) by lemma 5. 2, If we put 
U=fG{n)(y)> then U*A^G(n—l). Hence U^A belongs to some cell
with n—l^ k ^ > ---- of G(n~l) by the assumption. Therefore A belongs
to a cell gdn-l,dk^-lr---,dkj-l^
Next we shall show that maps homeomorphically onto
these cells are disjoint one another. In fact,
if U 1 U2 ---- U s = V ----- Vf, where and if m>m' then k„,<km', and
V i^ E f  is also similar one, then p^[U^Ur • • Us)=Pi{V-^ V • • F )^. Since pi{U iU 2 
--U .)= P i(U ^ ) ^ n d p ,{ V ,V r - ‘ V,)=p,(V,)^ we h^ve p,{U ,)=p^(y,). S in ce?, 
is homeomorphic, it follows U i=Vi. Hence U2 ' ‘ 'Us=V^- • Vf. Similarly U^  =  
and so on. Consequently we have s=t. Therefore these cells are disjoint to 
each other. The above proof also gives that /gm  is one-to-one. The fact that
is a homeomorphism is obvious from the continuity of the group multiplica­
tion and homeomorphism of p^.
Finally, it will be easily verified that the boundary of ‘ belongs
to the lower dimensional skelton than the dimension of
By the quite similar method, we see that SG{n) is a cell complex composed 
of and with ---- > kj^ 2.
The dimension of ‘ (resp. is {dk,-l)-^-------- h
{ d k - l ) .
Thus we have the following results.
Th;eorem 5. I. The orthogonal group 0(n) is a cell complex composed o f  
2^  cells and with w>^i> • • • •
Th;eorem 5. 2. The special orthogonal group SO{n) is a cell complex com­
posed o f 2 -^  ^ cells 4o(n) f i> K > ---- > k j^ ] .  Especially, 4o(5j)
[n'^k'^2) is obtained as the image o f the h-dimensional projective space P^-i by the 
primitive characteristic map Pj^_i->SO[k)dSO{n),
Th:eorem 5. 3. The unitary group U(n) is a cell complex composed o f  2^ ^
cells and ‘ wi th n ^ k i> ---- Especially,
is obtained as the image o f the suspended space E{Mk-i) o f 2(k~\)-dimensional 
complex projective space Mk-i by the primitive characteristic map 
->U{k)czU{n).
Theorem  5. 4. The special unitary group S V [n) is a cell complex com­
posed o f 2'^ -'^  cells e^ uin) with n ' > k i> ---- > kj^ 2 . Especially,
s^u{n) is obtained as the image of the another suspended space E [Mk--^ o f
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2{k—l)-dimensional complex projective space by the primitive characteristic
fsuik) ■ E{M,^^)->SU{k)cSU{n).
Th;eorem 5. 5. The symplectic group Sp{n) is a cell complex composed of 
2^  cells I i^th n'^k-^y • • • ykj'^ l.
To give a cell structure of the Stiefel manifold with n>m, we put
_  ^ (pdk\-l,--- ,dk.-l\
and
^ S n , i^ r.-m+x, ••••,^ 7^ -1, n^) ^
Then S ,^,n is a cell complex composed of the cells and with
n^k^> • — ' > kj'^ n ~ m + l. The proof will be analogously performed as in the 
proof of the case G{n) [11].
T heorem  5. 4. The real Stiefel manifold Vn,m =  0{n )/0{n—m) SO[n)/SO
[n~m) is a cell complex composed of 2^ '^  cells e^ Vn,m ^ > ^ i> ----
> kj^ n ~ m .
Theorem  5. 5. The complex Stiefel manifold Wn,m=  ^ U{n)/U{n—\) =  
SU [n)/ SU {n—m) is a cell complex composed of 2'^  cells e^ ^^   ^ and el^^~^/'‘
with n~^k^>---- > kj^ n ~ -m + l.
Theorem  5. 6. The quaternion Stiefel manifold SP(n) /Sp(n—m) is
a cell complex composed o f 2^ cells and n ^ k^ > ---- > k j^
n~m~\~l.
6. Cellular decompositions of F^=SO {2n)/U (n) and X ,,=SU {2n)/Sp{n)
A complex number (resp. quaternion number) a may be represented in the 
form + where a^  and a^  are real numbers (resp. a=-a^+ Jao^ \^ where a-^  
and a 2 are complex numbers). Define an isomorphic mapping (resp
(PcQ : by the farmula
Cp\c {0il> "  n^) =  (^ 1. ^2, • • ‘ 2^n),
where ak =  x.^k-i + i 2^ k, ^2^ -1 and Xj k^^R,
(resp. (pIq [a^ , • • • •, a,) =  [x^ , x^ , -  - ,  x^n-i, , 
where aj, =  x^k-i+i ^2 k> ^^k-i and x^k^C) and also define by
P^rq (^ 1» * * * * J h^.) “  (^ lJ 3^) * * * * > 3j 4^>n—l) •^4w) J
where a/, =  4^:k-2 . 4^ k~i and x^ k ^  Then
these mappings induce homeomorphisms onto : C^-^R‘^ ,^ gj^ Q : cp^ c^ •
Q"-*R^«; cplc : cpl^ : <p I q : -> and
CPl^  ■ <p I q :
By this isomorphism, a unitary (resp. symplectic) linear transformation of 
(resp. Q^ ) induces an -orthogonal (resp. unitary) linear transformation of R ‘^^
4) { I ,  /} (resp. { I ,  i,j, k~) is the usual base of C (resp. Q) over R
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(resp. th a t is, U{n) (resp. Sp[n)) is a subgroup of 0{2n)  (resp. U{2n)). In  
m atrix  notation, we assign A =  {aij)^U(n)  (resp. Sp{n))
A '  =  I ay \ \  (2n) (resp. U{2n))
^2i , 2; ^24— 1, 2j—l>
where aij =  2j-i,  ^ 2i, ay e  R  (resp. 2j ~ i + i ^ 2i, 2j'>
2J-1 , ^ 2i 2j e  C). As is easily verified, A'  satisfies th e  equality  ^ A ' J A ' =  J  
/ / • .  \
where J = I  • Iwith J '  =  I. Hence we have readily U(n)ciS0i2n)\ '-JV \ - i  0/
(resp. Sp{n)dSU{2n)).
We define F,, to  be S0(2n)/U{n)  and to  be U{2n)/Sp{n)  respectively. 
D enote by pp.^ \ S0{2n)->Fn (resp. pxn  • SUi^n)~>Xn) the  projection.
Since U{n— l ) = S 0 { 2 n —l)(\U{n) dJid S0{2n)=S0 {?M~ l)U(n )  (resp. S p { n ~ l )  
= S U [ 2 n ~ l ) r \ S p [ n )  and SU{2-n) = SU[2n—l)Sp(n),  the  inclusion m ap *\/r : 5 0  
[2n— l)->S0{2n) (resp. SU(2n—\)-^SU{2n))  induccs a bundle isom orphism  ^  \ 
S O {2 n- l ) /U {n -~ l ) ' : ^S O{2 n) /U{ n) =Fn  (resp. f : S U { 2 n ~ l ) / S p [ n - l )  ^  SU{2n) /  
Sp{n)=X,,).  Hence we have a na tu ra l em bedding F,,_-^ciFn (resp. Xn-iCzX^).
Now, to  give a cell structu re  of F^  ^ (resp. we shall define the  prim itive 
characteristic  m ap fp„ : (resp. f x n  '■ by  fFn=pFn°'^° fso(2n-i)
(resp. f Xn=PXn'^4>^fSU(^n-I))-
Sim ilarly, we define the characteristic  m ap -----xEj^) -*Fn  (resp.
f x n -  ------xEc"}~^-*X„) hy  f Pn= Pfn ° °fso{2it-i) (resp. ° ° / s (7 (2» - i ))-
P u t
...... '^‘i =  h „ ( E f ^ X - - - - X E P )
and
el„ =  PUU{>^))>
(resp. 4^1-3...... « ,-3  ( £ « i - i X • • • •
and
^ X n = = P ^ n { ^ P [ ^ ) ) ^
Since J so[2n-i) (resp. j su{2 n-i)) is homeomorphic on -----w ith  n >
k i > ----->k j  (resp. -----n ^ k i > -------------------- > k j ' ^ 2 ) ,  we can see
easily th a t  Jp^ = ^oqp^ojso{2n-i) (resp. J xn =  ^ qxn^ I su{2n-i)) is also hom eom or­
phic on ’ X£|^^' (resp. • • • x£c^^"^), where qp^ : SO {2n—l) Fy, 
(resp. qxn • SU{2n—l) X^)  the projection. Hence we have readily  th e  following 
theorem s, applying the  same techniques th a t were used in  th e  proof of th e  case 
G(;.).
T h eo rem  7. I. Fn = S0(2n)/U{n) is a cell complex composed of  cells 
6% and with n > k y > -----> ^ .-> 1 .J. fi J. fi J —
T h eo rem  7. 2. Xn = SU{2n)/Sp{n) is a cell complex composed o f  2"-^ cells 
and e*xl~^’ ' ' '  with n ' ^ k i>  • • • • >kj  >  2.
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7 . Homology and cohomology groups of G(n), SG {n), and Xn
In order to determine the homology and cohomology groups of a cell com­
plex, we have to select orientations of cells exist in it. For this purpose, we 
shall begin by selecting orientaion of E^=E^.
We recall that an orientation of (resp. =S^) is simply a generator of 
the integral relative homology group Hy,(E ,^ Z)=Z  (resp. Hn{S^, n^+ii )^== 
Z). We first orient E ,^ that is, we select a generator E  ^ of Hi {E ,^ S^ ; Z) and 
fix this generator. We now suppose that orientations of and E  ^ of 
E^ have been selected and proceed to define inductively first and then En+i> 
If a mapping : [E^, (5 ,^ is defined by the formula
V^ {X) =  {2Xi Xn+i, - - ,2 X n  Xn+i, 1~2xI j^ )^,
where Xn+i=Vl—\x\^ > then induces an isomorphism En{E^\ Z)->Hn
Z)\ we set The boundary homomorphism 3=9^+  ^ maps
Z) isomorphically onto Hn{S ;^ Z), we set E^+i =  . The choice 
of orientations is indicated by the diagram
ffi {E\ S«-,Z)-^------->H„ {E«, S«-i; Z ) ^  H„ (5»; Z )^
Let X  be a cell complex, a cell of X  and f x  : E^-^e^ciX a characteristic 
map used to define the cell Then we orient so that f^[Ek)=e^- 
Define a homeomorphism
Tn, : [E’^ XE^, E^^xS^~^{}S^-^xE^) ^  [E^+ ,^ 5n+m-i) 
by the formula
Tn, m {x,y) =  {x\,yX), 
where X =  {max (\x\, \y\))/^/]^x\^+ ^^ orient E^xE^\ we shall use the
mapping : E ^ E^ X^E^ as a characteristic map for E^xE^.
E q ,^ E q and (resp. E q ,^ E q and are oriented by the mapping
• E l-^ E l-  etc. (resp. cpl~^: etc.).
L emma 7. I. Let mappings defined in §5. Then we
have
7. I) (e,f) =  (-I)-*  S i
7- 2) = -S ^ „ _ p
7- 3) (E l_ ,) = ~ S l_ y
Proof. The first formula is trivial because
j ) .
To prove the second formula, we shall compute the mapping degree of the 
composition T“2^ _2oXg of the mappings
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772« —I ' \^,2n—2 jr\ j?2n—2 ^ \c  I?! \/ 1 Q2n —I c2n—I ^  ^ Tv2n —I
/1^ ------------ ---------------------------------------- > ^ c X i i c  ----- >*^ C ----- > ^ R  ----- > ^ R
we shall define an another mapping X : by setting
X (/, x) =  ( - %  y  x t t - x [  V l - t \  • • • •
, V l ^ \ x \ H ) ,
where [t, x) =  [t, x^ y x'^ , • • •, x^-i, ^n-i) ^  If we compute the local
degree at (f, x )=0 ,  we have +1. However X g ^ = -X>§. since last two terms of X 
and Xe are exchanged to each other. Hence we have the lemma easily.
The last formula is proved analogously as in the proof of the second formula. 
The boundary homomorphism on the real projective space P,, is given as 
follows
I 9^ 2A:+1 =  0,
I dU2k —  2U 2k-\-
The boundary homomorphisms on spaces appeared in the preceeding sections are 
also easily calculated. As for we prefer the results of [7].
Lemma 1 ,2 .  The boundary homomorphism 9 on Vn,m given by
where n > k i > ----> k j ' ^ n —m and the symbol ^  ^
— I or i f  i =  \ aud j  =  n —m.
The coboundary homomorphism S is given by
S =  S t i (- 1)^1+ ■ ■ ■ • +^-1 ((-1)^^ +1) • ^ -+i. • • • • -
where n>k-t>  - — > k j^ n - m  and the symbol ' ^ ^ = 0  i f  i < j  and +  \ =  
ki^i or i = j  and k^=n—\.
Lemma 6. 3. The boundary and coboundary homomorphisms are trivial in
all dimensions for U(n), SU(n), Sp[n), Xn,my ^n-
Therefore we have the following theorems. The details of theorem 7. I 
appear in [7].
Theorem 7. I. Vn,m torsion groups of order 2 and the Poincare
polynomial is
 ^ ^ ^ 2 n -2 m + 5 )-------(l_ |_^ 2n-3)
i f  n is odd and m is even,
(I  _j_^2.-2m + l) <1 _^^2n-2M+5) . . . .  (I  +^2-^-5) (I
i f  n is even and m is odd,
^n,m ( ) — ' ^ |^ ^2n-2m +3^  (I  4. /2 ^ - 2 m + 7 )---- ( l_ |_ /2 -i-3 )
i f  n and m are odd, 
i f  n and m aye even.
Especially,
PsOi2n+l) [t) =  (1+^^) (1 + n  • • • • +
and
PsOi2n) [t) == (1-h^ )^ (1+^n • • •
T h e o r e m  7. 2. Wn,m torsion group and the Poincare polynomial is
PWn.n W = (1+^2"-^-+^) (l+^2n-2m^-3) . . . .
Especially,
Puin) [t) =  (1 + ^ )^ (1+^ )^ (1+^ )^
and
PsUin) (0 =  { l + n  (1+^^) •••• (1+^^^-^).
T heorem  7. 3. Xn,m ^ '^o torsion group and the Poincare polynomoal is
PXn,m W =  (!+/^^-^^+3) (l+^4n-4m-,7) . . . .  (l+ /4n-l).
Especially,
T heorem  7. 4. have no torsion group and their Poincare
polynomials are
Pp^(t) =  { \ ^ t ^ ) [ \  +  t )^ .... (I+/^-2)
and
P x A i)  =  (1 +  ^ )^ •••• (1+i^"-^)
respectively.
The following lemmas will be easily verified.
LEMMiV 7. 4. The projections p.y.^  \ 0{n) {resp, SO{n))~>Vn,my Pm • U{n) {resp. 
SU{n))-->^Wn,m Pm • Sp{'^)-^X n ,m  cellular.
7 .4 . I) I f  n > h >  • • • * >%  S  I, then
( O for k .< n —m,
and i f  n > k i > -----> k j ^  n —m, then
=  4b,
7.4. 2) I f  n ^  k t > ---- > kj ^  I {resp. n ^  k i> ------^  2), then
Pm'^ — [Pm^ (^4=w))
f O fo r  kj ^  n —m,
i f  n >  k t > -----> k ^ n —m + l,  then
Especially p^ ^^  ^ is onto and p ^  is isomorphic into.
7 .4 . 3) I f  n ^  k i > -----then
( O fo r k. ^  n ~ m
 ^ I Akj^l  M  k j ^ _ n - m  + l,
and i f  n  ^  k t > ----->kj  ^  n - m - \ - l ,  then
( p 4 . k i - \ ,  . . . . , A k . - \ \  _ _  . . . . , A k j - I
Pm \^ Xn„n  ^ ) ~  S^p{n) ^
Especially^ p ^ ^  is ontc and p ^  is isomorphic into.
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Lemma 7. 5. The p ejections : S0{2n) -> cind pxn • SU {2n) -> Xy^ , are 
cellular.
7.5. I) I f  n > k^ > ---- > k j^ l , t h e n
pFn^ [^2k^ ]^..,2jk) =  2^k\,
and i f  2 n > k i>  • ‘ > k J I, then 
and i f  n > k i > ----->k^ ^  I, then
x«< ( 2ki, ^  .2ki, ....,2kj
PFn \^ Fn “  S^0{2n)
7.5. 2) I f  n ^  >kj ^  2, then
Pxn  ^ ....,Akj-s) =  ^fki-S, ....,Akj~S<
and i f  2n k-i^ > •••• > k J ^  2 , then
Pxn* =  O fo r  SDme e|= - 3  {mod 4)
and i f  n ^  k i>  • •»• >k,, ^  2, then
.....
Especially, pxnt  ^ onto and p%^  is isomorphic into.
We shall use the following lemma [3].
Lemma 7. 6. Let q : E-^B a he compact, connected fi re spxce with fibre F. 
Then the followifig two conditions are equivalent:
7.6. I) i  ^ : H[F', Zp)->H[E\ Zp) is isomorphic into, where i : F-^E is an 
injection.
7.6. 2) p P E (f)^ pP B (t)p P F {i)-
I f  E ,B  and F  have no torsion group, then the lemma is also valid for  the integral 
coefficient.
Using this lemma, we have
Lemma 7. 7. i  ^ : H[Sp[n)', Z)-^H[SU(2n)', Z) is isomorphic into.
Proof. Psu[2 n) [t) =  PXn {t) Pspin) =  (I + (I + ..........(I + (I +
and SU(2n), Xn and Sp(n) have no torsion group.
R em ark 7. I. Using that Psuin) =  PspM in the diagram
S p {n )------- -------> SU(2n)
i>Sp{n)\  ^ /PsUiin)
we can prove lemma 7.7 directly without lemma 7.6.
8. Pontrjagin product In G{n) and SG (n)
For any topological group G and for any coefficient ring r ,  it is possible 
to define a multiplication in H(G; F) in such a way that H(G; F) becomes an 
associative algebra, called Pontrjagin algebra H: {^G; F) of G with coefficient F- 
Pontrjagin product will be denote by the symbol.-:? If G^  and Gg are two 
topological groups and g : G^ -^ G^  is a continuous (group)-homomprphism, then
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[G-t] r )  -> H^[G^, r )  is also a (algebraic)-homomorphism (i. e. [a b) =
L em m a  8. I. In  G{n) and SG(n), we have
^ « 1- 1, « 2-1 ^  ^  ^
and
^ « 1- 1, « 2-1 =  fo r  n  ^  /?„ K  ^  2 .
Proof. W ithout loss of generality, we may assume that k i= k 2 —l = n ~ \ .  
Give any point A B  , where A = ^  : j e  and B=(&^^)
e  with hij =  d^ j + Xip Xj, 1^/1^=1 and Xi, p  ^  F. If we choose C = (Cij)
^  ^G{n)^  with Cij = 8ij+z,pzj,  where Zi=J^lz\ aij,Xk, =  1 ,2 , ---- , n —l and z,, =
x,„ then we have A B  = CA. In  fact,
“" ‘I ) '
\ O n l y ................ >
where aijbj,, == YljZl «ij (8]k+x,px,,) = aa, + J^"^zl ^i jXjpXk-
When k = n, we have furthermore
S p l  Cli, b,n =  ^i» + S p /  =  ^in+ZipZn = C,',,.
On the other hand,
r  A i \ /««  \ /  \C.4 =  Ca =  J
\ / \ I /  S ( _ i
\ c„„/
where S f - /  =  S ? r /
=  aih + S",;,';-i ^i, XjP X, ai, a„,
=  + a ^x ,p x i ,  (because «/* =
when i= n ,  we have furthermore
Xj/==i Cik — P ~  ^nk~^^nP ‘^k ~  ^nk'
Thus the first formula is proved.
I t  should be noted that this calculation is valid even if we take A ^ G { n —l) 
instead of A^e§(l;^^^-\
The second formula is proved using the first formula, that is, given 
A  e  and B  G ^  expressed by the form B = B^T,  where
and T = i  1^ 1 ^  For A  and Bi, there exist
\ In— 11
such th a t A B t= C iA  by the note of the first formula. Hence
A B  = A B i T  = Cl A T  = (CiT)  (T~^‘A T ),
where C i T ^  and T~^AT  G q.e.d.
L em m a  8 . 2. I f  the field is commutative (i. e. except G(n)=Sp[n)), we have
f o r n ^ k ^ A .
and
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.dk-\ ,dk~\  _  ^dk--I, d[k-\)-I fnr h > 9^SG{n) — ^SG{n) U ^  ^  A.
Proof.  W ithout loss of generality, we may assume k = n .  Give any point 
where ^  =  («i,)eeGw' with U i , = 8 i j + p  Xi%^, S iL ik .P = ! -  P + P  +  
=  O and B  ={bi , )  ^  with hi ,=^i ,  +  q y i y j ,  S -_ ,I j ', I" =  I. ? + ^ + l? l"  =  0- 
Choose r ^ F ,  f + ? + I^'p =  O and z„>0 which satisfy the equation (lemma
5. I)
rz l  =  p \ x n \ ^ + q \ y „ \ ^  +  p q x „ y „ x ,  where 
and determine Zi] 1 = 1 , 2 , -------------, r i— i,  from the equations
rzi z,, =  p x i% n + q y iyn + Pq 1 =  1, 2, — , n —\.
Using lemma 5. I again, s (s + 5+]5[  ^=  0), > ^ > .-2 ^  F  and 1 ^
R,  are determined from the equations
st, t M  jyn Xt-X^ yi) (y„x„--,-x„y,-^)   ^ ^   ^  ^ . . . .  n - l
rz l
Then we have sk I,  =  ^  ' ( y ^ u Z ,^ x 7 y Z - ^ _
S t l - I  rz l
Now, if we take C and D  as C =  (Cij) e.  , where Cij — Sa  +  rZfZj,  and
TD =  e  where dij =  Si, +  s t i l j ,  then we have A B ^ C D  by the
direct calculation.
The second formula is proved by the slight modification. Given a point 
A B ^  then A ,  B e  4 ^”«) expressed by the form A = A ^  T, B = B ^  T,
where  A l ,  Since for A i  and TBiT-'^  there exist CjGE
and P > such th a t A i T B { r - ^ = C i D i  by the first formula. Hence 
we have A B = A i T B i T  =  A i T B i T ~ ^ T T  =  C iD iT T  =  C i T ( T - W i T ) T ,  where C ^Te 
and ( r - ^ o , r ) r e 4 < ^ / ) - ' .  q.e.d.
L em m a  8. 3. Let  /g(,^) : Ep~^xSp^ '^->G(n) be the m ap  defined in  §2. Then  
we have
A  Join) [q, X) A -'^ =  f  CM {q, Ax) ,  f o r  A  e  G{n).
Proof.  The (/, ft)-element of A f c M  (q, x) A ~ ^ =  S ” j_i {^i j+XipXj )  Sfj +
(Er_i an Xi) P ( S P i  a^j Xj) =  the {I, ft)-element of /g(„) {q, Ax ) .
L em m a  8. 4. Let denote the integral chain Pontrjagin  product in  G{^i) or 
SG(n). Then  we have
fo r  n ' ^ k i > ------>Rj  ^  I ,
QA 0\ pSG[n) . . .  . jj. pSG{n) __ pSG{n)
^ d k i - I - ----  ^ d k j - I - ^ d k i - I , . . . . ,dkj - l
fo r  n  ^  k i > ------ >k^  ^  2 .
8.4. 3) (resp. is  a un i t  with  respect to
8-4. 4) =  O (except G{n) =  Sp{n)) .
8.4.5) 4^ i’’^ «  = 0.
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8.4. 6) e X U
8 .4 . 7) 4 f< “’ «• =  ( -1 )M 2 + 1  gSO(n)^^SO{n)_
Proof. The statements 9.4.1) -5) are trivial by the definitions of cells and 
lemma 8.2. By lemma 9.1, we see ±  ^dki-i ^  ^  ^i>
^2^1. In order to determine the sign, consider the diagram
£ « 1 - 1  ^  £ « 2 - 1  £ « , - 1  ^  £ |S l - l  £ « 2 _ 1  1-1
/(!{ « ) X / g («) / g ( « ) X / g («)
G(«)xG(m) __ G(n) <_A__ G(«)xG(w)
where /o(2f, a;) =  [x, z),
O {x; (q .y))  =  {x, [q, ( /g ( „ )  ( a ; ) ) - ! ^ ') ) ,  
and h is the group multiplication in G[n).
I t is readily verified, using the rules of lemma 8. 3, that the diagram is 
commutative, that is, two mappings
01 =  h o  (ZgU)XZgw),
0 2  = ho (Zg(^ )XZgoo) ^ Oo p
agree : 0 x= 0 .^ .
I t is readily verified that each of the mappings in the diagram is cellular, 
at least in dimensions dk-x-^dk^—^ and dki-i-dk^—S. In checking this for 0 , one 
must remember that > ^ 2- We hall show that 6  is homotopic to the identity 
in such a way that during the homotopy it always remains celluler in 
dimensions dk-^-^-dk^—^ and dkx-^dk^—S. To see this, take a contraction Dt[oi)
which contracts into a point a= iX (0 ,---- ,0); Dq[%)=% and dx[x)=a. Then
define dt{x] (g, y)) =  [x, [q, (ZG(n)®A(^ ))“ 3^^ )))* This gives the desired homotopy : 
indeed Ox is the identity, because Zg(«)^i(^)) =  ^ g(«)(<^ )=-^ m-
Now, if we compute the chain mapping induced by our mappings; then, as 
is well known, we have
and
For the composition mappings, hence, we have
But 0 x= 0 2 . Hence we have formula 6).
In order to prove 7), 8), define a mapping by
Tp[q,  Xi, Xi, . - - - , X k i - I ) )  =  {q, - { q + V l - \ q \ ^ Y  Xi, Xi, - - -- , xki-x)-  
Then, as is readily verified, we have
K - l )  = - £ . V l -
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P c ^  { E 2 k 2 - l )  ^ 2 k ^ - l ‘
We can prove 7), 8), by the similar techniques as 6), if we replace 0i,  0^ fhe 
proof of 6) by the following two mapping,
d>l =  h o  (fsG{n)XfsG{n))>
02 = ho (fsG{n)XfsG{n)) od o po (IXTp),
respectively, where I : is the identity =  d>2)-
T h e o r e m  8. I .  The Pontrjagin algebras H^[G[n)] r )  and  (^SG{n)\ F) are 
given as follows, and are units).
8.1. I) H^{0{ny, =  • • • •, ^ 1 ) ,
where is a group o f  order 2 which is composed o f  and  and  is
a unit, and
' •  ■ • • *  f or  n > K > - - - -  > k j  ^  0 .
pp{n) ^gO(n) _  0(n)
8 .1. 2) {SO{n); Z ,)  ^  A e f  • • • • , ,
and
4 T  ^^ • • • • * elf"^ =  fo r  n > K . - . . > k j ^ \ .
8 .1. 3) [0 {2 n + \ )  ; Z,) =  
and
0(2n+l) ___  .0(2«+l) _  M2n+1)
^2ki,2ki-l ^2kj,2kj-l — ^2ki,2ki-l, ....,2kj,2kj--l
fo r  n > k i > ----- > k j  ^  0,
.0(2«+l) „ .0(2ti+l) p O { 2 n + \ )
, ^2fci,2*1-1, • • ■■,2kj,2kj-l ^  ^2*1,2*1-1, • • • •,2*j,2*j-l,0
(^....,0 , - 1  means e....^o), (also in  8.1. 5).
8 .1. 4) {S0{2n+iy ,  Zp) =  A ' • ’ • >
and
.SO(2w4-l) „ „ .S0(2w+1) _.S0(2«+1)
^2*1,2*1-1 ^ ^^2kj,2kj-l — ^2*1,2*1-1, .•••,2*y,2*j-l
f o r  n > k x > ----- ^  I .
8.1. 5) (0 (2«) ; Zp) =  ( 4 ‘f  >, 
and
M 2 n )  .0(2w) __ .0(2«)
^2*1,2*1-1 -------- ^2kj,2kj-l — ^2*1,2*1-1, •• ••,2*j,2*j-l>
fo r  n > k i > ----- ^  O
-0(2«) „ -0(2«) „ _  ^0(2w)
^2«-1'^^2*1, 2 * 1 - 1 ----- '^^2kj,2kj-l — ^ 2 « -l ,2*1,2*1-1, ••••,2*j,2*j-P
f o r  n > k i > ----- > k j ' ^ 0
gO(2n) g0(2«) _  ^0(2«)
8.1. 6) H,  (S 0 (2 » ); 2 ,)  -  ^ ( « f y ,  tff'K-- ■ ■ . 4 S f  h
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and
 ^ .S0{2n)  ____  S0[2n) _  S0{2«)
^2ki ,2ki^l  ^2kj,2kj-l  — H k i , 2 k i - l ,  -  • ■ ,2kj,2kj-^l
fo r  n > k-i> ---- > k j  ^  I
.S0{2n) S0[2n) _______.50(2«) _  .5 0 (2 « )
^2n-\  ^H k i ,2 k i ~ l  H k j , 2 k j - l - — H n - l , 2 k i , 2 k i - \ , - - ’ ,2 k p 2 k j-\
for  n>tZi>---- > k j'^ l
8.1. 7) H^{U[n) -Z ) =  A ( . f<”>, • • • •, , 
and
^2ki^-l ^ ------ *  ^2k^\ — ^2ki-\, ‘ ■••,2kj-l ^
8.1. 8) [SU{n) ]Z ) =  A 
and
pSU{n) ^  . . . » pSU{n) __ .SU{n) ^  >  h ^ . . . . ' > ^ • > 9
^2*1-1 *  ^ ^2kj-^l — ^ 2 k i - l , - - - - , 2 k j - l  ^
8.1. 9) (Sj>(n) ;Z ) =  A e f  <”>, • • • •, 
and
e!ti”2i *■■■■* eftp^ =  ... , 4^f.._i f o r n ^ h > - - - -  > kj ^  I 
Proof. The Statements I) -6) are in [7]. The Statements I), 8) are trivial 
by the lemma 8. 4. As for 9), the statement that where % ^H^{Sp[n)]
Z) is not yet proved. To see this, consider an isomorphism into (herein, one- 
to-one, ►:5' homomorphism into) appeared in the lemma 7. 7,
H • [Sp{n)\ Z) ^  {SU{2n); Z).
Since H^{SU{2n)] Z) is an exterior algebra, = 0 . Hence we
have q.e.d,
9. Primitive element
Let X  be a space and T a coefficient field. Denote by D {^X\ r)  the subgroup 
of the cohomology group [X] F) generated by the elements of the form u  ^ v^ \ 
where u and v are elements of dimension >0 in H*{X; T). Let a be a homog­
eneous element of the homological group H{X; F) such that dim a> 0 . We shall 
a homological primitive element of B.[X\ F) if a is orthogonal to F).
Lemma 9. I. I f  a is a homological primitive element o f  H{X; F), then we
have
d^a ^  a ®\-^\ ® a,
where d  ^ : H{X\ F)-^H(X; F)®H{X; F) is the homomorphism induced by the diagonal 
mapping d : X-->XxX such that d{x) =  {x, x), and conversely.
Lemma 9. 2. Let f :X -^ Y  be a mapping. Then for  any homological pri­
mitive element a o f H{X; F), the image f^{a) is also a homological primitive element 
o f H{Y; F).
Lemma 9. 3. Let f :  X~>Y be a mapping. I f  all cup products are trivial in 
H*{X; F), then the image f  ^  {a) f where a is any positive dimensional homogeneous
5) U ^ v  the cup product of u and v.
element of H{X; r), is a homological primitive element o f H{Y] r).
Analogously, let G be a topological group and T a field. Denote by D^{G] 
r)  the subgroup of H{G\ F) generated by the elements of the form a iih, where 
a and h are elements of dimension >0 in H{G] r). If a homogeneous u of {G; 
r)  such that dim u>0  is orthogonal to D^{G; F), then u is called a [cohomological) 
primitive element of (G; F).
L emma 9. 4. I f  u is a primitive element o f £Z’*(G; F), then we have
h  ^ [u) ^  U (^1-^-1
where h  ^ \H^ [G\ F)-^H^[G\ F) F) is the homomorphism induced by the
group multiplication h \ GxG->G, and conversely.
Lemma 9. 5. Let G^  and Ga he two topological groups and /: G^ -^^ G^  he a 
continuous homomorphism. Then for any primitive element u o f H^ {G^ \ F), f*(u ) 
is also a primitive element o f (Ga,* F).
If X  (resp. G) has no torsion, the above definition is also appicable to the 
case of the homological (resp. cohomological) primitive element of H{X\ Z) (resp. 
H"^ {G\ Z)) with integral coefficient.
Theorem  9. L  9. I. I.) for n is a homological primitive
element o f H[S0{2n + \)', Z^, where p^ 2.
9.1. 2) n ~ l^ k ^ l  and are homological primitive elements o f 
HiS0{2n)] Zp), 'where p^%
In 0(n), the results are similar as SO{n).
9.1. 3) n ^ k ^ l {resp. ef^^l for n^k'^2) is a homological primitive 
element o f H[U{n); Z) {resp. H{SU{n)]Z)).
9-1. 4) for  n ^ k ^ l is a homological primitive element of H(Sp{n), Z).
Th;eorem 9. 2. 9. 2. I) for n—I is a primitive element o f
H^{SO{n); Z,).
9.2. 2) ^so^n+i) n ^ k > l is a primitive element o f H^{S0{2n-\-\)', Zp)y 
where p^ 2 .
9.2. 3) e^ so^ fi)^  n ~ l> k ^ l  and primitive elements o f H^{SO 
{2n); Zp), where p ^ 2 .
In  0{n), the results are similar as SO{;n).
9.2. 4) for  n ^ k  ^ l  {resp, is a primitive element o f 
m {U {n); Z) {resp. H^{SU{n); Z)).
9.2. 5) s^p^ n) n'^k^l is a primitive element o f H' {^Sp{n)', Z).
Proof, These theorems are the direct consequences of the structures of the 
cup products (cf. Theorem 10. I) and Pontrjagin algebra (cf. Theorem 8. I.) of 
these groups.
10. Gup products in G{n), SG {n); Snm  ^ and Xn
Throughout sections 10 and 11, it is convenient to extend our notation for 
cells (cycles or cocycles) by requiring that, for example,
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4 ^ 7 ' ’ " '  =  sign <o 
for all permutations <o of the indices I , ---- , j  and that
p2Ji\ — I, • ' • •  , 2k  j  — I _ _ A  / p2k\ ,  2 k \ —\ ,  ' • • •  , 2k j  , 2k  j — I _ _A\
if some ks =  kt for s4=^ , if some ks>n,  or if some k s < \ .  We use similar notations
f o r  - ’ ^7 ^ 2 k i - l ,  ■ ■ ■ ■ , 2 k j - \  A k j - I  2 k i , ^ ‘ - - , 2 k j  4 k i - 3 ,  -  - , A k j - S
^SO{n) > ^SU{n)  ^ > ^Sp{n)  ^ ^
T h eo r em  10. I. The cohomology algebras IT^ {G{n)\ r )  and [SG{n]^ r )  
ate given as follows (^ g(«) s^G(n) -units).
10.1. I) IT  ^(^SO{n)] Z 2) =  J  i^ sO{n)> 4o{n)> • * • *, S^O{n))} 
and
ak U p k \ ...... , k j  __ p k , k \ , --------------------------- ,ki - \ -k,  . . . , k j
2^50(«) 2<^ 50(n) — 2^ SOU) 2^S0{«)
for k, ki ^  I.
Especial ly we have
. k  U  pk  _ {  2^S0(n) <  '^y
2^50(«) 2^S0(«) — i
( O i f  2k ^
10.1. 2) {S0(2n+1);  Z ,)  ^  A (4 b W i)>  4b(2n+i)> * *->4o\2:+l))> 
and
,2 1^ , 2 1^ - 1  U U . 2 k j , 2 k j - l  __ .2 1^,2^1-1, •••-,2ife.-,2,%.--l
%0{2«+l) ^S0(2«+l) “  ^S0(2n+1)  ^ •
10.1. 3) (50(2;^); Z^) =  A {4o[2ny S^Oin)>----- > 4\2n f^  ^ ^S0(2«))^
and
,2ki,2ki- l^  U .2fe.%2A;.--l _  .2fei,2^i-l, .•••,2fe.-,2fe.-l
%0(2 .^) -----  ^S0(2n) ~  ^50(2»)
^ 2 n - \  U  ^ 2 k i , 2 k t - l  u u a ' ^ k j , 2 k j - \  ^ 2 n - \ , 2 k i , 2 k i - \ ,  ■ • ■ ■ , 2 k j , 2 k j - l
%0(2«) ^S0(2n) *•*• S^0(2n)^  = ^ 0 (2 « )   ^ ^
10.1. 4) [U{n)] Z ) =  A[e\j^^ Y^ 
and
10.1. 5) iJ* [SU(n); Z) =  A i4u{n)> 4 u { n V ----  ^ s^i^ («))
and
-2^1-1 U . U p 2 k j - \  _  . 2 k i - l , - - - - , 2 k j - l  
^ S U { n )  -------  ^ S U { n )
10. 1. 6) m{sp{n)-  Z) =  A [e%,„y • • • •. 4 ;,;]) 
and
A k i - I  U  . . . .  U  P ^ k j - I  _  A k ^ - I ,  • • - , A k j - I
^s p in ) ^ spU  “  ^ s p U
Proof. These formulas essentially are due to that and are primi­
tive elements. We remember that dimensions of primitive elements are odd and 
2 a;= 0  follows in H^{SO[n)\Zp), H^{U{n); Z),  H^{SU{n); Z) and H^{Sp{n)\  Z). 
As the proof is performed anologously as in the case of the proposition 2.8, [2], 
we shall omit here,
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T h e o r e m  10. 2. The cohomology algebras and Z) are
given as follows
10.2. I)
and
.Ik KJ . 2 ^1 ,  . . . . , 2 ^ v y  _ _  p 2 k i , - - ‘, 2 k i + 2 k ,‘-- , 2 k j
10.2. 2) Z) =  A (4 ,, 4 . ,  * * * • > 4 7 ')
and
^ A k i - I  U  A - 1 ,
Xfi Xfi X^
Proof. We can see, by applying that pp^ and are isomorphic into, im~ 
medetaely.
11. Steenrod’s reduced powers
Let ^  be a fixed prime number, K  a finite complex and L  a subcomplex of 
K .  The Steenrod's reduced powers (9p are homomorphisms 
(P; : m  [K, L; Zp) {K, L; Zp)
defined for all two integers s, feO and all couples of K  and L, where L is a 
subcomplex of K .  On the other hand, if p = 2 ,  there exist, as is well knnwn, 
Steenrod's square homomorphisms Sq^
Sq^: {K, L, Z^) {K, L] Z^)
defined for all 5, ^^0 and all couples (K, L). These two operations (P^  and Sq^ are 
combined by the relation
We shall use only the following formulas.
11. I) I f / :  (K, L)-^{K', U )  is a mapping, then (PJ,o/*=/*o(P; (resp. Sq^of^==
11. 2) (9P (resp. Sq^) is the identity isomorphism.
11. 3) (S^P is trivial for q < 2 s  (resp. Sq  ^ is trivial for q< s)
11.4) (S>^ p{x)=xP 6) for L] Zp) (resp. S q \x )= x ^  for x ^ H ^ { K  L; Z^)).
11.5) 8 Zp)-^H‘^ + (^K, L; Zp) be the coboundary homomorphism, then 
(p|^ o^ ==5o(p|, (resp. Sq'^oS—SoSq^),
11.6) ( ^ ! , {x ^ y )=  H ( ^ i ix )  ^ (9^p(y) {resp, S q ^ (x ^ y )=  j :  Sq  ^ {x )^ S q j(y )) .  
(Cartan’S formula)
Throughout this section, coefficients will continue to be taken exclusively 
in Zp, Let  ^be the binomial coefficient reduced modulo p .  This symbol is 
to be zero when it makes no sense, that is, if either /  or k is negative or if k < j .
The (;z—I)-dimensional real projective space P n - i  has ^-dimensional cell co^  
for n —l'^k'^O and, as is well known, we have 20)^=(2Ce>^)^  The (f^ —l)-dimen- 
sional complex projective space has 2^-dimensional cell w** for n —\  ^ ^ > 0  
and, as is well known, we have ^^
6) xP denotes th e  ;^-fold cup p ro d u c t of at.
7) T he expression  in  th e  rig h t h an d  side is zero if i t  has  no m eansing.
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Lem m a 11. 1. In  the real projective space Pn-i, we have
Proof, we proceed by an induction on 5.
Sq^{w^) = Sq^[{w'^Y) = Sq^{w'^^ == Sq^ Sq^{w^-^)-\-Sq^w'^^ Sq^-^{w^~^) 
= ( * ) » - ■
L em m a 11. 2 . In  the complex projective spaee Mn-i, we have
and
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Sq2s  ( ^ 2.)  ^   ^  ^
5^ 25+1 0.
2^^ +2S
Proof. The proof is similar as The formulas for Sq^ is a special case
of (9p{u^^), since Sq^^+'^= 0 .
In order to compute the reduced powers in E{Mn-i), put
E+(Mn-t) =  {{ti, V T ^ X y ,  O ^ t  X e  M t i ] ,  
ikf„_i={(0, xy XeMt_,},
-  {{ti, V \ = ¥ X y  - I  ^ t  X e
Define a mapping g : £ + (M ’«_i)-^E (M ’„_i) b y {ti, ^ \ - t ^ X ) = { { 2t - \ ) i , 2 ^ / t{ \ - f^ )  
X).  Using that E+[Mn-^ is contractible and the excision of {E+{Mn~-i),
{E{Mn-i)y S-(iifn-i)),
S and g* are isomorphisms and we have
Lemma IL  3. In  the suspended space of Mn~i [also E we
have
(ps aS-i) ^  ^ 1'j j^aA-i+2s(!i_i)^
and
I '|^2ft-l+2s
Proof, g* (P|,(7;2*-i) =  (P|,^ *(t;a -^i) =  (P* S(«2ft-2)^g (p» ( 4 ^ 2 4 - 2 )  ^ I  ^^^ 2S-2+2s(?-i)
=  ^*( ^j;2*-i+2s{f-i) Since g* is isomorphic, we have the first formula. The 
formulas for Sq^ are obtained as similar techniques.
Let hsoM : P n ^ i X S O{ n ) x S O{ n ) S O{ n )
and
hsuM ■ E xSU{n- \ )^^^^ SU{n\xSU{n) SU{n) 
be defined to be the compositions hso{n) = ho {fso{n)X'^) ^su{n) =  ° {fsu[n)Xi} 
respectively, where i is the inclusion map.
L emma 11. 4. 11, 4. I) hso{n) cellular. 2hso{n)  ^ is onto
and
•Jisoin)  ^ U ^ k i  X  . ^]kj )  —  • • - , k j  n> ki and n — I >ki
J lsowh (2®oX for n - \ > k i .
11.4. 2) hsuin) cellular, hsubi)^ onto
and
hsu{n)^ (^2 1^-lX  — ^2 k i- \,2k2-l, - - , 2kj-\
for n >  and n —\ ^ k i  '^ 2 .
h .  <  ^ (l) \ ^ p S U { n - l )  N _  SU{n)
nsu{n) : i ^ . . . . , 2 k j - \ )  —  ^ 2 k i - l ,  - - , 2 k j ~ V
Proof. 11. 4. 2) : Ji = Jisu{n) is certainly cellular since it is the composition
of mappings we know to be cellular. Furthermore,
JlH: ( ^ 2 / t i - l X  C 2 k } - l , ^ - - , 2 k j - l )  —  i ^ 2 k i ~ l x  ^ 2 k 2 - l ,  ■ ■ ■ ■ , 2 k j - l )  
and
h. ..,2.,-,) -  K  (4^ <”>x 4T-1
_  pSUi,n) SU{n) _  SU{n)
—  ^ 2 k i - \ ,  -  -  , 2 k j - \  “  ^ 2 k i - l , - - , 2 k j - V
In  any of the degenerate cases, these are valid.
11.4. I) is similar as 11.4. 2).
L e m m a  11 .  5. 11.  5. I)  2hso{n) isomorphic into. I f  then
^hto{n) (2^ so(w) — 2ft>‘’X2<^ SO{w_i)^  ^+  2]|«l 2^ «>*^ X2^ so{;^ _i)^ ’^
11. 5. 2) hsu{n) isomorphic into. I f  k i'> 2 , then
htv^n) _
Proof. This is a corollary of lemma 11.4,  since A* is the dual map to h^. 
These formulas are valid in the degenerate cases.
T h e o r e m  11.  I .  In  the classical Lie groups, some reduced powers are given 
as follows.
11. I. I) In  H'^l^SO^n)] Z 2), we have
(^SO{n))  “  (  S )  ^S0(«)» ^  ^  I*
11. I. 2) In  S U [n), we have
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i\-\- • • • - -{-ij =5^
and
k - 1Qrj2s / ,.2 ^ -1  N / / e - I \ . 2 k - l + 2 s  
[^ SUin)) - [  S ) S^U{n)
(7 w .2 f t i - l ,  y .  ____ ( k j  — l\ 2 k i - l + 2 h , - - - - . 2 k j - l + 2 i j
^qi^SUin) h  J [  ii
S f +1 =  O 
11. I. 3) /« Sp(n), we have
n  (4 1 ^ ) =
n+--+^i“ A  '^ i /  \ J
and
[e% U’  ^ S ,
Sq^  =  O for S^O  [mod 4)
Proof. 11. I. 2) If n=2, the theorem is trivial. For n>2, we proceed 
inductively, supposing the theorem is valid for SU {n—I). By making use of 
lemma 11. 5, we have
hh,n^ [< f^ut))) =  n  (feV ) (4t/7«)))= (^ ”x 4 iT ^ i)+ " “^ -^x4c;(„-.))
Since htu{n) isomorphic into, we have the first formula To see the second 
formula, we shall use the Cartan's formula by an induction on j.
=  S  (P (^4"c)(;;) <p?(4V)’
_  1\ 2fti-l+2i(jb-l)u V lk%—l \  — ih i-\ + 2 i2 (p - l ) , -  ■ ,2kj-\+2i,(p-\)
.7+-I=A H A  h r^<”>
The other formulas are obtained quite similarly.
11.1. I) is proved as similar as 11.1. 2).
To see 11.1. 3), we remember that the inclusion map i\ Sp{n)->SU{2n) in­
duces an isomorphism into: : H[Sp{n)\ r)-^H(SU(n)\ r ) ,  where T is Z or Zp. 
By theoem 9.1. 3), is a homological primitive element in Sp[n)
(for any coeffient Z or Zp). is, hence, also a homological primitive
element in SU{2n) for Z and Zp (lemma 9'2).  In SU(n), however, is the
base of the (4^—I)-dimensional homological primitive element. So that we have 
where 6" is I or - I .
To determine the sign e , consider the diagram
Sp(n)
/  \
S « - ' .
We note that qtcQ^ i= =  (—I)*’ S4j_ j, (bacause q>RC ° <PcQ W =  («. b, c, -d) for
Q ^ X =  a+ ib +  jc+ kd =  (a+ib) + ){c—id)). Now,
P s u m  °  H  i 4 k - i ) =  ( P c Q ^ ° f s p ( „ ) ^ { 4 k ~ \ )  =  V c q ^  ° ( £ ' « - i )  =  -  V c Q ^  [ S % _ y )
=  (— ( l emma 7.1). On the other hand,
e {E%_,) = - e  S%_,. Hence e  =  { - 1)^ .
So that we have the follov/ing
Lemma 11. I. (^ s^ (n)) =  (■~ )^^^s (^n)- 
We shall continue the proof of 11. I. 3). Now
{SU{2n); Zp) ^  m  {Sp{n); Zp) 
is homomorphic onto and the kernel K  is an ideal in H^{SU[2v^\ Zp) generated 
by 4 c^72n) 2)- Hence we have H^{SU{2n); Zp)IK^H^{Sp{n); Zp),
and
* i4u{L)) =O for $  O {mod 2)
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 ^ \^SU{2n)) — [ ^Sp{n)'
It is readily verified that K  is invariant by (9^ ; (^pKaK, using the formulas 11.
I. 2). Now we have
^%{n) =  (^ S (^2^n)) == {— ly i^ ^ p  ^s^(2w)
=  ( - ! )% ■ *  ( - 1 ) ^
=  ( - 1 )
By making use of Cartan^s formula 11.6 and the same technics as (P^  in SU (n), 
we have the other formulas. q.e.d.
R emark 11.1. Usingthe isomorphisms into Zp)-^H^{G{n)]
Zp), we can easily compute the reduced powers in the Stiefel manifols
Theorem  11. 2. In  the spaces and Xn, some reduced powers are given as 
follows
11. 2. I) In  m {Fn] Zs), W have
s?-(.4t) =  ( g ) ^ 4 r ^
2 .  J l f ; )  • • • •
Sq2s+i =  0.
11. 2. 2) In  Zp), we have
(P^ ' V  —  ____ ( 2 k j  — 2 \  Aki-3^-2ii{p-\),-- ,Akj-3-\-2ij[p-\)
' n + -^ ti= sV  J \ h- J
and
Sq^  =  0, for  5 ^ 0  (mod 4).
Proof. By applying that pp^ (resp. is isomorphic into, we obtain, in a 
trivial fashion, formulas from the formulas in S0{2n) (resp. (SU{2n)).
12. Appendix
A cellular decomposition of a space determines how to attach a cell to the 
lower dimensional cells than it. In the lowest dimensions of the classical Lie 
groups, the attaching mappings are familiar ones.
T heorem  12. I In  SO{n), the 2-dimensional primitive cell 5^0(m) attached 
to the !-dimensional primitive cell by the mapping jju: s^ ~>s^  whose degree is 2.
T e ie o r e m  12 . 2 . In  U{n) (resp. SU[n)), the 5-dimensional primitive cell 
U^{n) s^u{n)) attached to the 3-dimensional primitive cell e^ ^^  ^ {resp.
by the suspended H opf map E{v) : SWS^.
T heorem  12.3. In  Sp[n), the I -dimensional primitive cell is attached 
to the 3-dimensional primitive cell by the Blaker-Massey's map p :
This mapping /o is a Hopf construction of the mapping p ' : such that
p'{x, y)=xyx, where is quaternion numbers whose norms are I and 5^  is pure 
imaginary quaternion numbers whose norms are I.
proof. Theorem 12. I is obvious, because the real projective plane is 
attached to by the mapping whose degree is 2 and /50(2) homeomorphic 
on Pa-
Theorem 12. 2. is also obvious, since the complex projective plane is 
attached to by the Hopf map v (so that E[Mc^ is attached to E{M-^ by E{v)) 
and /^5(2) is homeomorphic on E{M^.
In order to prove theorem 12. 3, we consider the formula
fsp(.) {q. »i) =  /^  \ S  sp  (2).
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\X2pX1 l + x ^ p x j
If ^eS^ then p = 2 y \  — \q\^ {q— i/l — lg'l^)=0. Hence fsp(i){q, Further­
more, if X—X:i^s^, then jC2=-j/i_|^|2=0, Hence we have
/«(.1 ( ? . » ) - ( ’ Y '  ? '
where I -\-%px=\-\-2x^/T^Z]^[q~ -/i_|^|2) x. If we put q^ y  sin 6, where 
and j2, then
\+%px =  \-\-2xQQs>d[ysmd—cosd)% = —cos20^-sm26xyx.
This shows that a mapping [q, x)->\-{-xpx is nothing than a Hopf construction of 
a mapping [x, y)->xyx.
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